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Marie Walton-Mahon ARAD RAD RTS Dip Dance Teaching & Management www.pbt.dance [email protected] Advanced Level Progressing Ballet Technique • Exercise 1: Deep Rotation EXERCISE ON A PILATES MAT Adductor longus, gracilis & sartorius activation for ‘turn out” Lay on your back the fit ball as high as possible to the groin, legs ¾ the way up the fit ball. If the student has hyper extended legs then you move the legs higher on the fit ball. Feel the top of the head reaching away, lengthen neck and relax and open shoulders. Relax the ribcage & deepen the belly button to the spine- feeling like you’re doing up a zipper from the pubic bone to the belly button. Activate the gluteus feeling like your lifting up under the bottom and out of the hips. Activate the inner thighs and continue to feel the energy reach out through the legs and out of the toes like your trying to touch the opposite wall. Feel the top of the legs isolate and rotate inside the hip socket. Breather slowly in through the nose and out through the mouth with the phrase of music. Set up position arms 1st, knees bent. Raise the pelvis on the introduction as you slowly inhale. Check the pelvis is in line with your femur. Arms 2nd Flex and pointe 3 times with the legs rotated Counts 1-6 Slowly turn both legs parallel Counts 7-8 Repeat Counts 1-8 Turn the legs parallel pointed feet in flex, turn out pointe twice Count 1 Feet flex Count 2 External rotation Count 3 Stretch feet Count 4 Repeat en dedan



Counts 1-8 Repeat this en dehor with the right leg only Counts 1-4 Repeat right leg en dedan Counts 1-4 Repeat with the left leg Counts 1-8



•



Exercise 2: Abdominal Activation EXERCISE ON A PILATES MAT



Small ball held parallel between the calf muscles. Feel the top of the head reaching away, lengthen neck and relax and open shoulders. Relax the ribcage & deepen the belly button to the spine. Feel the legs really reaching away as they lower or extend. Belly button to the floor, activate the inner thighs. Feel as though it’s the tummy bringing your legs back into table top rather than the top of the legs. In the chest lift position feel the rib cage up and over the hips, deepen tummy more, eye-line through knees to avoid neck tension and keep reaching fingertips to the opposite wall. Set up to table top and lay flat position Introduction takes the hands on the lower abdominals (Option to support the neck) Legs to 90 degrees Counts 1-2 Lower legs to height you can when maintaining neutral spine Counts 3 & 4 Move back to table top – (shins parallel to the floor) Counts 5 & 6 Maintain the position Counts 7 & 8 Repeat 4 times – you must then extend the legs on Count 8 Repeat the sequence in reverse Counts 1-8 Table top check the alignment, the lowering depends on the depth you can achieve with neutral spine
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Exercise 3: Adductor/Core EXERCISE ON A PILATES MAT



Transverse abdominis, obliquus internus, iliacus for deep core activation Lay on your back the fit ball between your calves –the legs are parallel throughout. Similar cues as above- deepen tummy, reach and squeeze legs. On scissor twist- squeeze legs and continuously reach toes to the ceiling. Squeeze and reach arms and toes away when first bringing the ball and head and chest up. Initiate the first lift of the body; lengthen away as you left toward the ball Ball must be between your calf muscles



Scissor twist not to rush and hold the legs parallel, legs must twist even and to reach a complete devant and derriere. Set up arms go to 5th, check you are in neutral spine Left the body and the legs to 90 degrees Counts 1-4 Take the ball backwards to 5th position Counts 5-6 Lift the ball back to the legs Counts 7-8 Hold reaching up with a deep inhale Counts 1-4 Lower the body as you unfold the legs to the floor Counts 5-6-7 Arms lower to floor and lift the body arms forward palms up Count 8 Unfold legs to 90 Counts 1-4 Slowly rotate scissor legs –Right leg towards the head Counts 5-6 Return to the neutral position Counts 7-8 Repeat with the left leg towards the head Counts 1-2 Return to the neutral position Counts 3-4 Unfold the legs and body and return to 5th to repeat Counts 5-8 Extension exercise and information http://pbt.dance
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Exercises 4: Développé activation



EXERCISE ON A PILATES MAT



This exercise involves all of the above muscle groups as well as the biceps femoris to improve the control in développé devant action. Feel the top of the head reaching away, lengthen neck and relax and open shoulders. Relax the ribcage & deepen the belly button to the spine- Activate the gluteus feeling like your lifting up under the bottom and out of the hips. Press down with the hamstrings. During the développé keep hips square but maintaining engagement of the tummy and both gluteus. You must continue to fire the working leg glute. Reach the toe away from the hip trying to touch the opposite wall as the leg lowers back to the ball. Set up with feet crossed in 5th Right foot on top, to lift into a straight alignment resting lightly rest the arms on the mat with the shoulders relaxed. If the student has hyper extended legs – you adjust the legs to further over the fit ball. 1 slow développé devant sustain at the top and slowly lower leg Counts 1-8



1 slow envelope Counts 1-8 Repeat the développé devant Counts 1-8 One slow battement lent and suspend Counts 1-8 2nd set pick up the music Slowly return to the mat and change legs and repeat Take care there is no arch in the spine, lengthen the leg away from the hip, supporting leg must stay rotated to keep the fit ball still
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Exercise 5: Circular port de bras - {Resistance bands on}



Circular port de bras with the pelvis held stable. Once again as with all port de bras the setting van be changed each lesson to adapt to their focus in their ballet classes. Feel the strong left through the centre and breath slowly throughout to the phrase of the music. Sit on the top of the fit ball en croisé feet in 5th – arms by your side Introduction extends the left leg and takes the arms to 4th Commence on “and” 4 circular port de bras and repeat with the left foot extended 2nd set pick up the music Repeat it all on the alternate side
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Exercise 6: Alignment Stability {Resistance bands on}



Warm up the upper body, with fondu and alignment also activating latissimus dorsi, trapezius & adductor longus. Lift supporting side. Breathe through the arms and hands with every breath. Lift up through the pelvic floor & engage the abdominals for balance. The foot is placed on the centre of the fit ball and encourages the contour of the fit ball for the line of the foot. However, if the student has hyper extended legs move the position further over the fit ball. You can also vary the combination every class once the basic technique if fully understood. You have the example on the DVD but I encourage variety at this level each lesson plan. Hips must stay square, pelvis must not move forward in the bend back. Neck should release in the port de bras
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Exercise 7: Engagement & Mobility {Resistance bands on}



Lower back activation and upper body port de bras, activation of the quadratus lumborum Set up feet to partner, hip bones on the fit ball (strongly suggest to train against a wall). Once again once the student understands the basic foundation it is valuable to change the combinations each class plan. Press against partner’s feet for support / TRAINING AT THE BEGINNING AGAINST THE WALL



Reach crown of the head away feel like you’re rolling a marble away with your nose and come up through the thoracic-upper back extension first. Lift up into full lumber extension keeping the tummy lifted at the front, feeling length in the lumber spine so there is no sitting or crunching into the lower back. Reach crown of the head away as you roll back down. Sit up arms up the front, (slowly inhale) then open through 2nd to arabesque using the front, arms change 4 times, extend back to 5th and take arms down the side - release the neck Repeat with arms going up the side and release then through 5th to arabesque down the front – arms return back by your side and release the neck Repeat he arms up the front, demi plie as you bend back in 5th, recover repeat with head to the back, take a breath at the top and the last back bend deeper 2nd side repeat and repeat once again – 3rd times is held with the head to the front Recover and lower followed by the next group and repeat Keep your feet as close as possible. Slower breath in going up to 5th
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Exercise 8: Arabesque Training



Roll on top of the fit ball until the mid thigh is on the top of the fit ball keeping the feet crossed in 5th. Only when the students have complete core strength move the fit ball to the shins to commence. Elongate the body and hold the abdominal wall. Arms a little wider as you push down on you trapezius, elongate the neck. Set up in 5th position to roll onto the centre of the ball, hips just of the front of the ball with the abdominals engaged Lift and lengthen to arabesque Counts 1-8 Repeat Counts 1-8 Repeat with an envelope slowly through the attitude line Counts 1-8 Slide down the back of the leg and length and repeat Counts 1-8 Repeat 2nd groups and repeat again
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Exercise 9: Attitude/ renversé / penchée {Resistance bands on}



Training for arabesque alignment, attitude alignment and renversé Activating all the above muscle groups and include rhomboideus & deltoideus. Maintain core so no stress through shoulders. Draw shoulder blades down and shoulders away from the ears. Press hands away from each other. Lift up through belly button which deepens lower abdominals. Trapezius must push down towards your feet. Feel the lengthening as you lift your leg. Pelvis is on the ball. Renversè the arm goes up the side and the palm of hand turns inwards



Supporting foot against your partner (can practice against the wall) front leg resting cou-de pied derrière. Hip bones on the fit ball. Lift to attitude Counts 1-4 Extend to arabesque Counts 5-8 Attitude Counts 1-4 Adjust the back hand in front Counts 5-8 Arms sideways renversè alignment Counts 1-6 Open the arm with a breath and place back on the floor Counts 7-8 Push into the penchée and lower into cou- de pied derrière Counts 1-8 Repeat & the2nd group pick up the music Repeat with the alternate leg
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Exercise 10: Torso Control



{Resistance bands on}



Sit on the top of the ball with the spine elongated In the roll down the sit bones are still on the fit ball. Must not release and arch the spine. When you snatch up the ball should stay still – hold your core. Use the style of port de bras that your would use in the ballet class for your pirouette Roll through ½ way slowly using the lower abs Counts 1-4 Keeping the arms and turn to the right side using the obliques Counts 5-7 Return to neutral Count 8 Repeat to the left side Counts 1-8 Recover slowly with a full port de bras Repeat and set up for the Pirouette enhancement Exactly as with the senior program, but release one leg forward into devant and placed back to the floor A variety of arms can be implemented Roll down until the pelvis is on the front of the ball and snatch with the leg off the ball.
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Exercise 11 : Foot articulation { remove the resistance bands from the arms}



Total foot activation exercise – measure the toes from the floor before and afterwards Small handball commencing from the big toe to the pinkie toe working along the toes Then intrinsic with the toes up and then stretched and repeat



Rolling forward and backwards with toes up and then stretched and repeat Rolling the whole foot with toes up and then curled and repeat. If one foot is weaker than the other commence with the weak foot and after the stronger foot repeat once again on the weaker foot. Check the difference in the range not only in the foot but the demi plie and demi pointe.
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Exercise 12: Feet/Calf/hamstring/core EXERCISE ON A PILATES MAT



In bridge squeeze legs together and press with the hamstring down into the ball activate the gluteus. Reach the energy out of the toes and press shoulders down and open and press. Check the alteration in the resistance band to encourage the student not to curl the toes. Resistance band on right foot cross twice, lie down with right foot on the centre of the fit ball. Lift up into a straight line with elbows on the floor to commence unless completely stable in the core and hip alignment Pointe through the intrinsic muscles and flex 4 times Lie flat and take ¼ height flex and point ½ height flex and point then as far possible flex and as you point extend and reach leg/foot down to the ball and then slowly roll up through the spine back into the bridge position. Repeat all The next group pick up the music and repeat all on the alternate legs Extension exercise and information http://pbt.dance
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Exercise 13: Intrinsic Control – boys to add the wrist weights lifted as you fondu



Roll through the memory foam OR place several mats on top of one another or a bosu Commencing each side of the pillow on the block Roll slowly through the foot twice and 4 quick Repeat Rotated and turn Checking the pelvis alignment remains stable This exercise can be executed in both former levels
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Exercise 14 : Rotation in elevation EXERCISE ON A PILATES MAT



Lie on you back Small ball held with the heels – feet are stretched in a demi plie with the legs rotated. Activate the legs and reach them to the ceiling. The rib cage remains relaxed and reaches up over belly button. The eye line should look through the knees. Exhale through the mouth to deepen core and relax hip flexors. Introduction move arms forward and lift your chest Stretch the legs to 90 degrees Counts 1- 4 Bend the knees maintaining the turn out Counts 5-8



Repeat Counts 1-8 Repeat quicker up – down & up double time Counts 1-6 Hold the heels but feel a demi pointe & flex Counts 7-8 Bend the knees with flex feet Counts 1-4 Stretch the knees Counts 5-8 Repeat twice Counts 1-8 Suggest the next group commence and then repeat
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Exercise 15: Elevation training EXERCISE ON A PILATES MAT



All the above muscles activated with the additional activation of the hamstring groups. Set up with the feet on of the fit ball, pelvis hands on the floor on each side of the mat. All work must come from underneath the leg including the hamstring and gluteus. Keep deepening the tummy. Activate both gluteus reach toes and legs away activate inner thighs and reach legs away from the plié. demi plie Counts 1-3 sauté Count 4 Repeat Counts 5-8 Repeat 4 in double time Counts 1-8 Slow demi plie Counts 1-4 Extend left leg directly underneath and right leg devant Count 5 Lower slowly into 5th position Counts 6-8 3 grands battements and one sustaining while checking the alignment Counts 1-8 Repeat 2nd group Repeat it all using the left leg • Exercise 16: Batterie Activation Batterie check the spine is elongated, abdominals engaged. Equal turn out must be maintained and the ball still. Body and neck elongated. Keep reaching the toes away lengthen the crown of head away. I strongly suggest changing the combination in every class once the students have the basic technique.



Six hold with flex feet 4 times Counts 1-8 Repeat with stretched feet Counts 1-8 Repeat it all Six echappé flex Counts 1-2 Six ferme flex Counts 3-4 Repeat Counts 5-8 Repeat with stretched feet Counts 1-8 Repeat next group Repeat it all Cabriole beats also demonstrated in the updated exercises http://pbt.dance • Exercise 17: Boys training Boys exercise –the strong use of the abdominal wall to protect the back while lifting I suggest the student to train against the wall which has the same value as with a partner. Maintain axial length through the head feel arms reach away as well as lift keep tummy lifted. Squeeze legs and inner thighs together and use of turnout and gluteus when pressing and squeezing legs. Wrist weights 8 arms sideways 8 from in front of the fit ball Repeat Extension exercise and information http://pbt.dance • Exercise 18 Boys presage training Commence with one 5 K weight and build to 10 K, using the legs is essential, check the boys alignment by also turning the face the side • Exercise 19: Grand temps levé Use the abdominals to bring knees in and control on way out control leg coming forward jump from underneath leg. Lift eye line and fly. On the Introduction roll onto the top of the ball with the pelvis off the front of the ball and he body well elongated.



Curl up nose towards your knees Counts 1 & a 2 Extend Count 3 Right leg directly to the floor Count 4 Check the knee is over the toe and temps levé in arabesque Counts 5-6 Place the leg back onto the top of the fit ball Counts 7-8 Repeat using the left leg • Exercise 20: Final stretch EXERCISE ON A PILATES MAT Cool down and stretch segment Sit with the resistance band under the feet and scrunched in your hands Sit back holding your core and open the arms Counts 1-4 Stretch forwards with the resistance band pulling back as far as possible Counts 5-8 Repeat Counts 1-8 Lie back legs to 90 Degrees feet still in the resistance bands Counts 1-4 Take the left leg down to the floor and the band in the right hand Counts 5-8 Take the right leg to 2nd keeping the hips square Counts 1-8 2 ronds de jambe en dehors Counts 1-8 Return the leg to 90 degrees Counts 1-4 Take the right leg to the floor Counts 5-8 Repeat with the left leg - keep the same slow rhythm Recover back in the starting position Repeat all using rond de jambe en dedan • Exercise 21 Cool down & Reverence – EXERCISE ON A PILATES MAT Final lift must be sustained and let go. Make sure you are completely centre before you lift your pelvis Slight addition to come to this Senior level with the extension and roll back to neutral
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Transverse abdominis, obliquus internus, iliacus for deep core activation ... This exercise involves all of the above muscle groups as well as the biceps femoris to. 
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Repetir todo con la parte cervical levantada del suelo, la vista a las. rodillas y los brazos a los lados paralelos a la colchoneta palmas hacia el. techo.
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Alles wiederholen, dieses Mal den oberen RÃ¼cken knapp vom Boden weg, Augenlinie. durch die Knie, Arme an den Seiten mit den HandflÃ¤chen zur Decke.
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2: Cou-de-pied devant. 3: Ausstrecken. 4: SchlieÃŸen. Whoops! There was a problem loading this page. Junior PBT German.pdf. Junior PBT German.pdf. Open.
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Sit on the centre of the ball with the feet parallel. Introduction arms through 1st â€“ 2nd and pull down in demi 2nd or 2nd position while. lifting out of the spine. Raise the right leg, natural adjustment of weight â€“placement, return to floor. Pa
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1 - 16 - repetir tudo iniciando com o braÃ§o esquerdo em 4a.... Page 3 of 10. Junior PBT Portuguese.pdf. Junior PBT Portuguese.pdf. Open. Extract. Open with.
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3,4: Mit linkem Bein wiederholen. 5-8: Wiederholen, dabei das Bein gestÃ¼tzt halten, Flex und Stretch. hinzufÃ¼gen und schlieÃŸen. 9-16: Alles wiederholen, mit ...
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di dusun Bulurejo Rt.0l Rw. 06 Desa Toso Kecamatan Bandar. Kabupaten Batang. TERGUGAT. Surat Pemberitahuan Putusan Verstek ( pasal 129 HIR ). Nama.
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Primero practicar el Puente despacio y pasando por cada vertebra, esta. tÃ©cnica es esencial a todos los niveles. La pelvis debe estar en lÃnea con el fÃ©mur sin ...
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